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Abstract-Virtualization has become a supportive approach
for

simulating

system

behaviour

efficiently

thanks

to

the

revolution of computer and smart devices. In fact, the employment
of running virtual tools that mimic the real physical world is
nowadays a requirement in some fields as in e.g. industrial
automation. This research work presents a virtual tool that
simulates a real assembly line. The main features of this simulator
are listed as; web application that can be accessed with any devices
that supports html web pages, animated application that provides
a

UI

for

the

user,

discovery

mechanism

that

allows

web

applications to interact with the simulator automatically and
RESTful-based

services,

which

increases

the

flexibility

and

versatility in terms of deployment. FASTory simulator has been
developed and deployed during the eScop project. In addition,
presented

simulator

has

been

employed

by

C2NET

(Cloud

Collaborative Manufacturing Networks) project for development
some of its tools. Furthermore, the exploitation of the FASTory
simulator is extended to cover as well the education of next
generation of engineers for design and implementation of modern
CPS. As Tampere University of Technology provides a M.Sc.
degree in automation engineering, students use the simulator for
their experiments, ensuring that mistakes are recoverable and
harmless.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As technological development accelerates making shorter
product and system life cycles, the pressure rises to get adequate
tools and training environments to support development of
modem cyber-physical systems (CPS) [1].
This paper uses a simulator of the production line as a proof
of the concept for employing web-based standards and
technologies to build, validate and educate next generation of
engineers for modem CPS [2]. Web-based standards support
building long-lasting and robust solutions. Due to the large scale
and growing application domains of web-based standards, these
are more thoroughly tested, have generally better support, more
skilful people who are capable to work with the standards. All
of the listed provides in general greater chances that the solution
developed using web-based standards will not become obsolete
too quickly or at least will have an established transition path for
updates.
The first applications of the standards are available for
cyber-physical systems applied in industrial automation. The

standards are used for building applications on all the layers of
so called automation pyramid. The pyramid is usually depicted
having three main layers for factory shop floor devices layer in
direct control of industrial equipment, manufacturing execution
system layer having the role of supervisory control and at the top
enterprise resource planning involving the strategic perspective
of the enterprise. The application of the same standards at all the
layers simplifies integration of various functions at different
levels. Again, the same technology skills are then needed to
maintain such a system.
Traditionally, academic curriculum for industrial automation
focuses on relevant industrial standards, which are due to largely
conservative approaches to industry are far from web-based
developments. However, as the use of the web standards is a
common daily practice by all the students, it becomes easy to
explain, illustrate and comprehend web-based technologies for
students. The main tool platform for the presented approach is a
basic web browser. Thus, in general it is the only thing that is
needed for the end-user to start using the approach.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
background on the conducted research. Then, Section III
outlines the motivation of the research work. Section IV details
approach describing main building blocks for a web-based
system, their integration and implementation. This is followed
by the discussion describing the advances of the state-of-the-art,
which became possible thanks to the presented approach. The
main outcomes and potential future work are summarized in the
conclusion section.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Simulation and Virtual Tools

Currently, the industry demands optimum design of systems due
to high competence in the market, in which inefficient solutions
end up in important economic losses. With the help of various
selection of tools, design optimization currently is achievable.
The advantages of involving virtual tools appears in many
directions. i.e. safety, security and many other as pointed in [3].
In manufacturing systems, simulators and virtual tools tends
to improve time and cost efficiency as well. As Cha remarks in
[4], the life cycle optimization and time scheduling improved by
deployment a virtual simulator for manufacturing line. Besides
that, he spotted the effect of involving simulation into factory
layout design on the order scheduling in the case-study of his

research. Another implementation of virtualization that is
widely used is coming from mechanical engineering as so called
Computer-Aided Drafting (CAD) systems. CAD systems are
widely implemented in many research in automation
engineering as e.g. Siemens PLM [5], Enterprise Dynamics [6]
and Arena (Rockwell) [7]. It should be noted that previously
cited tools provide different solutions for designing the factory
structure. Another research focuses on increasing the flexibility
of virtual tools by merging it with knowledge-based systems [8],
[9].

operations. Furthermore, REST architecture support several
different data formats as e.g. XML, HTML, plain text and
JSON. Although REST is not standardized, it features light
weight processes and fault-tolerant [20]. Hence, the
implementation and employment of REST web services is
raising in industrial applications. On the other hand, a
vocabulary definition for Hypermedia-Driven Web APIs
(HYDRA) [21] has been defined in order to provide a generic
structure for web API clients.
III.

B. Hypermedia in Web Applications

Hypermedia or visually, audibly enriched web applications
become possible due to developed and improved properties of
web standards. HTML5 [10] has dedicated audio and video
elements along with extended support for scripting. As it was
published as W3C recommendation in October 2014, since then
all major browsers including those for mobile devices support it.
Scalable Vector Graphic (SVG) [11] is developed by W3C
since 1999. The standard is supported by all the major web
browser and can run on many mobile devices. Since it is an
XML-based language for making graphics with the support for
animation, it can be directly embedded into web pages forming
a powerful and expressive front-end.

MOTIVATION

This section defines the motivation for developing a web
based simulator for a specific discrete manufacturing system, i.e.
the FASTory line, shown in Fig. 1. The FASTory environment
is located at Tampere University of Technology facilities and is
based on a manufacturing system, which has been used as a
testbed for several EU research projects as e.g. eSONIA [22],
ASTUTE [23], eScop or the on-going C2NET project.

Together with the back-end solution, which can follow the
service-oriented approach thanks to the powerful JavaScript
APIs available for the web-browsers, the web browser becomes
the main platform to develop, configure and run the application.
For example, devices by INICO Technologies [12] do not
require installation of any development software on users' PCs.
The development environment comes together with the devices
and the only thing the user needs to start programming the
device is a web browser.
C.

Web services

Since the revolution of networks and the Internet, which
started in 90's, many of industrial controller's providers have
been implementing web services in their products. For this
reason, Service Oriented Architecture(SOA) [13] is considered
as an advantage feature for industrial controllers. The main
benefit of SOA is to provide a structure of communication
between different agent regardless of the differences in the
platform or the operating system [13], [14], [15].
SOA could provide automation with more flexibility and
configurability which is required in automation systems [16].
DPWS (Device Profile Web Services) can be employed to
deploy SOA in manufacturing systems [17]. DPWS is defined
as an implementation of web services that provide security,
discoverability and accessibility for WS description. The core
of DPWS is based on WSDL, XML schema, SOAP and WS
Addressing, which are all W3C [18] recommendations.
Moreover, another WS definition provided by W3C is
REpresentation State Transfer (REST) architecture. REST is
based on HTTP methods(e.g. GET, POST, PUT, DELTE). The
real meaning of HTTP methods could be mapped to CRUD
(Create, Read, Update and Delete) term [19]. The remarkable
difference among the other web services appears as
representing web resources using a uniform set of "stateless"

Fig. l. FASTory line

The FASTory assembly line consists of twelve cells. First,
ten cells are used for assembling of mobile phone main parts
(frame, screen and keyboard). Such assembling operations are
replaced by drawing operations so that SCARA robots of each
work cell is capable of drawing any of the mobile phone parts.
Then, there is one work station is in charge of loading/unloading
papers to/from special costumed pallets. Finally, the last cell
palletizes the line. Fig. 2 shows an example for drawing a mobile
phone.

Fig. 2. Example for FASTory line products that attached to pallet

The FASTory line was retrofitted within DPWS enabled
devices for increasing flexibility, re-configurability and
awareness of resources [24]. In fact, aforementioned research
work includes a comparison between the initial and the later
configuration of the system after retrofitting it. Such new
configuration permits a remote execution of operations, which
are described as services.

implies not only displaying the actual status of physical
equipment but also expose control functionalities to the user.
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The employment of web-based technologies in the industrial
domain opens new challenges and opportunities, which can be
tested, disseminated and exploited during EU project
performance. One of the main difficulties that researchers faces
in the project duration is the geo-location of partners. This fact
obstructs the deployment of implementations in real systems.
Thus, virtualization and simulation of the real system behaviour
is a solution that allows testing new developments in a faster and
eaSler way.
Moreover, the integration of cyber and physical systems(i.e.
CPS) has irrupted in the industrial community and starts to be
included as a new topic to teach in universities. A web-based
simulator collects multiple theoretical principles and concepts,
as well as tools, frameworks and technologies to both teach and
learn. Thus, this type of tool can be an important asset for
nowadays industrial domain academic courses.
Therefore, this research work is motivated by the need of a
tool that must:
•

Replicate the FASTory line, which has to be accessed
online for a development manager, saving time and
cost

•

Permit both monitoring and control of service
operations

•

Requires no effort for setting up when needing the
conduction of tests

•

Ensures no physical harms of real equipment

•

Run with complete functionality in web browser

Above described requirements, sketches the need of creating
a web-based simulator of the FASTory line. In fact, such
specific problem definition and the presented solution in this
article, might motivate the implementation of simulators for
other industrial systems, which can be achieved within the
employed technologies, tools and frameworks. It should be
noted that the desired solution must fully permit controlling and
monitoring through a web-based user interface, which means
that the only thing needed to manage all the system is a web
browser.
IV.

APPROACH

As discussed in previous sections, the need of accessing the
FASTory line remotely has been requested by several projects'
development teams. The intentions directed towards a web
application that fulfils such requirement. This section presents
the approach for building the FASTory assembly line. As shown
in Fig. 3, the user of the simulator should expect the same result
from both systems, i.e. real and virtual FASTory line. Therefore,
the structure of the simulator should mimic the actual line that

Fig. 3. FASTory line, real vs virtual

The FASTory simulator is launched as a set of webpages. It
is accessible on Tampere University of Technology server
(http://escop.rd.tut.fi/fastory). As shown in Fig. 4, the webpage
contains 7 tabs: Main Page, Simulator Interface, RTUs,
Instructions, License Agreement, About, Contacts. Table I
presents a description for these tabs.
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Fig. 4. FASTory simulator
TABLE!.

Tab Name
Main Page
Simulator Interface

RTUs
Instructions
License Agreement
About
Contacts

T ABS DESCRIPTION

Description
Home page which provides a brief description about
the simulator
The simulator interface. In this tab, the user is able
to interact with the simulator and observe the
changes in the simulated line.
This tab provides a JSON fOlmatted description
about the simulator RTUs.
This page presents a guideline for the user in teJm
of usage of the simulator.
TUT License
The developeJ's message
Contacts infonnation

Once the approach is presented, the following subsections
describe:
A.

the architecture that show the structure of the simulator

B.

the implementations of the several requirements and
features in the simulator

A. Architecture

interface page by providing a connection with the animation for
the simulator.
Finally, the fourth level is the View level. In this level, the
visualization of the simulator is managed. In addition, the View
level contains different blocks, which represents the standard
that has been used for generating the view of the simulator.
B.

The development of the FASTory simulator involves the
implementation of several modules and techniques, which are
shown in Fig. 5. The presented diagram depicts the simulator
structure, which consists of four levels: Interface, API, Model
and View. In the interface model, the simulator communicates
with external components as e.g. orchestrators within two
interface blocks: REST and UDP4. The REST block allows the
user to invoke services in the simulator to initiate operations.
While the UDP4 block is implemented as a discovery
mechanism that provides a description for the APls of the
simulator.

View Level

Hogan Engine

& SocketiO

Implementation

Throughout the provided approach, the FASTory simulator
features the automatic discovery for seamless interaction, APls
description for full usability and RESTful for improving the
independency. This subsection presents the FASTory simulator
features within two parts: Discovery and Web description, and
services and events.

1)

Discovery and Web description (S WAGGER)

Discovery feature allows the simulator to initiate the
communication with consuming applications i.e. Orchestration
application. The discovery process starts once an application is
connected to the network where the simulator runs. As shown
in Fig. 6, an orchestrator sends a hello message in UDP4
protocol. Accordingly, the simulator replies with hello massage
containing RTUs SWAGGER URLs. These SWAGGER URL
leads to discover all restful APls that the RTU in the simulator
serves.
interface

API
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udp4:hello(swaggerUrl)
REST.get(swaggerURL)
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Fig. 5. The structure of the simulator

The second level in the simulator is the API level. In this
level there are two blocks: Routes and DC. In this manner, the
requests for services are manipulated in the API level. Routes
block manages the RESTful requests which addresses
operations, events, queries and events subscriptions. On the
other hand, the DC is deployed for discovery manners. The
discovery mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 6.
Thirdly, the Model level modularizes the actual components
in the real FASTory line. The main blocks of this level are: RTU,
PWP and 1M. RTU block aims to modularize the S1000 devices
of the real line. This block holds information about the status,
parameters, and configurations of RTUs. This block is
connected with RTUs tab in the simulator webpage. On the other
hand, the PWP block represents plan webpages. PWP is linked
to Main Page, Instructions, License Agreement, About and
Contacts tabs of the simulator webpage. This block supports any
pure HTML page that does not involve JavaScript. The third
block is the 1M (Interface Model) block, which serves the

swaggerResponse

swagger

Fig. 6. DiscovelY sequence diagram

Then, the orchestrator requests a get RESTful services to query
the APls description. In this manner, the interface receives the
request and calls getSwagger from the API level. Afterwards,
the call returns a JSON-formatted description, which is replied
as response for the RESTful GET request. Following Fig. 7
shows an example for the swagger description of the RTU
CNVI.
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Fig. 7. Example of the swagger response

Services and Events

The FASTory simulator implements an event-driven
approach for managing the interaction flow with the consumer.
As a replica of the real line, each RTU in the simulator provides
a specific number of services that can be invoked. These services
are divided into three types: operations, query and
subscriptions. Operation type services perform an action in the
line that implies physical environment changes as e.g. moving
pallets or drawing on papers. On the other hand, query services
provide an information about the RTUs, i.e. subscribers
information and state of sensors or resources. Finally,
subscriptions allow the consumer to subscribe and/or
unsubscribe to specific events in each RTD.
example of using the simulator as mimic tool for
industrial scenario-case can be seen in Fig. 8. The figure
illustrates the sequence of invoking services in the FASTory
simulator. It starts by requesting the simulator interface by a
user. After the user receives the response from the interface, the
simulator animation is created in the browser. In fact, the
simulation timing and animation occurs in the user's side. In this
manner, the loading and synchronizing the animation of the
simulator with the model is balanced regardless the number of
the users for the simulator. Moreover, this solution provides a
continuous animation for better simulation.
An
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Fig. 8. Sequence diagrams for interaction with the simulator

Then, an orchestrator subscribes for certain events in the
simulator within the discovery mechanism, which allows
seamless interaction. In this stage, the subscription call is
transferred to the Model level. In such level, the RTU model
adds the subscriber to the list for the specified events. An
examinations process is conducted on the API level to insure the
correctness in the requested event. Finally, the simulator
responds with a JSON-formatted description about the
subscription state. An example of subscription of Zl_Changed
in CNVlO is shown in following Fig. 9.
{
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B
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•
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Fig. 9. Example for subscription of ZI_Changed in SimCNVIO

Afterwards, the orchestrator invokes some operation in the
simulator. Similarly, the call for some operations propagate until
it reaches the Model level. Then, the Model level sends a
notification to the user browser to animate the required SVG
elements in the HTML. Nevertheless, the amination notification
will never reach the user browser unless the request passes two
examinations. First examination is conducted on the API level,
which ensures that the request is correctly formed according to
the request URL. Secondly, the Model level must ensure that the
requested operation is available to be performed. As an example
of explained examinations, the orchestrator invokes the
following service:

POST: /RTU/SimCNV7/service/TransZone12
Then, meanwhile the examination at the API level must evaluate
the serviceID (TransZone12) and the RTUID (SimCNV7), the
Model level has to evaluate if there is a pallet in zone 1 of the
SimCNV7 or not.

Finally, in Fig. 8, the last sequence illustrates the notification
management in the simulator. Opposite to the previous
sequences, the notification starts from the HTML in the web
browser. Throughout a web socket connection, the simulator
receives an event inform about the situation of the virtual line.
In order to notifY once about the SVG changes, the simulator
involves an examination test at the Model level. This test ensures
that all subscribers will get just one notification at a time.
Afterwards, the notification is generated and sent to the
interface. Then, the interface notifies the subscriber by the
invoking a post RESTful service to the provided URL in the
subscription mechanism.
V.

Invoked Operation (Sep - Oct)
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Fig. 10. exploitation ratio for the simulator in Sep-Oct, 2015

This section focuses on showing the exploitation of the
FASTory simulator. Firstly, the usage of the simulator in testing
one of the developed tool for C2NET project is demonstrated.
Afterwards, the usage of the simulator in educational purposes
is outlined.
A.

Develoome"t Phase

Fig. 11. C2NET exploitation scenario

DISCUSSION

The FASTory simulator has been exploited in several
manners and by several entities. In other words, although the
FASTory simulator has been implemented in in Tampere
University of Technology academic and industrial partners
belonging to same projects' consortiums and even university
students have been involved in the development and validation
of it. As a way of representing certain impact, Fig. 10 shows the
amount of the invoked operations in the simulator between
September and October of 2015. Then, the FASTory simulator
had certain impact in research and educational areas.
_ Portugal

used later in the C2NET validation phase of one of the project's
pilot.

Testbed

C2NET (Cloud Collaborative Manufacturing Networks)
project focuses on building an industrial platform for managing
the supply chain information system. The approach classifies the
user of the platform as supplier, manufacturer and customer.
Within the project approach, it might provide a flexible support
system for the customer. In this context, the simulator has been
involved for testing one of the application so called S1000 RTU
Gateway. This gateway bridges the C2NET platform with the
physical devices that the manufacturer provides to its customers.
As shown in Fig. 11, the simulator has been used firstly to
develop the gateway in the development phase. Afterwards, the
simulator has been replaced by the actual devices, which will be

B.

Education

The simulator was already used at Tampere University of
Technology for the courses of Introduction to Industrial
Informatics, System Engineering in Factory Automation and
Factory Information Systems. Due to the popularity of the
programme containing those courses, there are usually 50-80
students taking each of the courses. Such attendance makes it
challenging to properly organize sufficient access for students
to have hands-on on the real equipment.
The simulator makes it possible to prepare the students before
going to the actual production line. First, students test and
validate their solution using the simulator. Then, the solution is
tried out on the actual equipment. From the teaching point of
view, it eliminates trial-error sessions on the equipment, which
may put the equipment under excessive stress and lead to
frequent breaks. Also, it would be simply impossible to provide
sufficient access to the equipment without the simulator to a
large amount of people. In fact, the use of the simulator can be
seen as a standard offline programming practice, before trying
the proven solution in the real environment. Thanks to the use
of web standards, it becomes easy to build such offline
validation environments, i.e. simulators.
For the positive sides, it can be mentioned that the students
appreciate such a web-based approach, as it provides clear
connection to something they use each day - a web-browser,
showing it as a powerful tool, which can be used as a platform
to control production lines. As the main challenge for students,
the level programming skills can be mentioned. As for
automation curriculum, there are traditionally considerable
intake related to mechanical and electronics engineering, which
does not necessarily imply strong or adequate background in
software engineering. In order to address that challenge, a set of
courses in the programme are organized to include programming
exercises so that a student will gradually acquire necessary
software engineering skills throughout the programme. After all,
the authors see the programming as one of the core skills for an
automation engineer as modern cyber-physical systems become
more software-intensive.
VI.

CONCLUSION

This publication presented an approach for simulating a discrete
manufacturing system by using web-based application concept.
The resultant of this research might solved the main
requirements that are listed in Section III.

This research shows potential in the adaptation of web-based
developments for building simulators. In fact, such potential is
discussed in Section V, which shows the employment of the
FASTory simulator in the on-going C2NET project and in
running courses given by the Tampere University of
Technology.
Therefore, this research work presents a tool that support the
remote development and test of project modules, and the
education of modern CPS for next generation of engineers.
Further, the simulator needs to be extended. Among next
developments, the authors plan to add the management of
multisession and the possibility of changing layouts of the
system being simulated. Within such extensions the simulator
could serve to more users at same time and enhancing the
flexibility of the tool. Nevertheless, such new developments
require more research to ensure that the tool works as efficient
as it does on its current version.
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